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We long have been fascinated by the overlap between leadership and organization development. One of the most difficult challenges for new general managers, who have been promoted after leading functional teams in marketing, sales or operations, is to make their leadership impact scalable across a multi-dimensional organization.

Today’s general managers understand the importance of organizational capabilities to compete, but many are less clear how to create them. They grapple with the question of how to align the components of the organization to execute strategy and remove barriers so that members of the organization can make the right decisions and do their best work.

The New, Complex Work of Leaders

As business strategies become more complex, leaders have to do more than be able to inspire individuals and guide the work of teams. Leaders also have to understand organization. To make good organization decisions, leaders need to have a robust diagnosis of the issues and opportunities, an involvement strategy to ensure they consider a wide range of views and engage key stakeholders, conceptual frameworks to guide trade-offs, and a disciplined project management approach to turn decisions into action.

Business strategies and organizational forms are more complex than ever for a number of reasons:

- **Global expansion** and the reality of competing with ever more sophisticated local players
- **Changing business models** and the need to manage a portfolio of varied business models
- **Innovation** in process as well as product
- **Efficiency pressures** to increase volume, reach and capability without adding overhead expense

Organizations will be as complex as the strategies they are designed to execute. The ability to manage a multi-dimensional organization that is capable of executing a multi-faceted strategy actually provides competitive advantage over firms whose management can only do one thing well. For example, today’s IBM is able to keep many balls in the air at once through a web of structure, business process and human relationships. It is a very difficult design for competitors to copy.

HR’s Role In Guiding Organization Design

Guiding a leader through a significant organization design project with the goal of building new capabilities may be some of the most important and complex work that a human resource professional can undertake. It requires a deep, trusting relationship with the client, knowledge of the business, and an ability to bring broad HR domain expertise — talent, organization, change, learning, compensation and project management — to the effort.

The internal HR or OD professional also needs to bring an organization design toolkit and well-developed consulting skills if he or she wants to influence, and not just support, the design process. We often hear some variation on the following from internal HR and OD staff: “I’m brought in too late on decisions or my client doesn’t believe that using a process and involving anyone beyond the current executive team is even worthwhile. How can facilitation support. If your HR staff wants to be positioned closer to strategy development, rather than wait to be handed implementation work, they need to be ready to provide business leaders with all the elements to enable them to make better, faster and easier-to-implement organization design decisions.

Elements of an Effective Design Decision

Human resources can support leaders in the organization design process in the following five ways:

1. **Define the Right Problem**
2. **Use Effective Design Frameworks**
3. **Involve the Right People in the Process**
4. **Tie Talent and Organization Together**
5. **Implement the Change**

**1. Define the Right Problem**
The first step to effective organization design is to build a business case for change. The business case is made up of the key elements of the strategy, an analysis of the current state of organization, and a clearly defined set of design criteria.

---

A working knowledge of organization design has become an essential personal competency for successful senior leaders.

---

I add value earlier in the decision-making process and give my business leaders confidence in my ability to manage this work?”

Organization design decisions support strategy execution. We often see the strategy function asked to lead and guide the project, with HR used only as an adjunct team member or engaged narrowly for staffing or Clarify the Strategic Priorities. Sound organization design decisions depend upon a clear strategy, as organization design is a first step in turning strategic thought into action. Anyone involved in the design process must understand the strategy and its implications, and agree that achievement of the strategy will lead to superior results for the company. If the strategy is vague, full of conflicting
To build a compelling case for change, you must complete a current state assessment that includes financial data, customer feedback and interviews and focus groups with leaders and employees in the organization. HR adds value by objectively gathering the data and providing an integrated and actionable analysis of the issues and opportunities.

Set the Design Criteria. To gain the most benefit from a change in organization, go beyond fixing today’s problems to think about capabilities needed 12-36 months into the future that will differentiate the business from its competitors. The capabilities become the “design criteria” that all options are tested against. This practical and positive focus on creating strength is motivating and engaging for the design team and employees, and encourages expansive thinking, often resulting in more creative ideas than a problem-fixing approach allows.

Getting the design criteria right helps deliver better outcomes throughout the entire design and implementation process. Correct design criteria determine what basic units of organization will be most effective and what business processes, cross-functional teams and forms of power allocation will be required. They also provide the means of measuring the results of the new design. HR can play a role here by challenging the leadership team to make the trade-offs necessary to create a concise, yet robust, set of design criteria.

Bank of America, which has been through multiple organizational changes as it has grown through a series of major acquisitions, employs a robust and disciplined assessment process around both organization and culture issues. In the fast changing financial services landscape, good assessment data helps ground decision makers in the current realities of the organization undergoing change, link decisions to strategy, and align executives around the highest impact capabilities to pursue.

2. Use Effective Design Frameworks

Organization design has evolved as a field with a body of knowledge. Human resources leaders should be students in the field and need to be equipped with a small but high-powered set of design frameworks. Let’s look at a few that we believe are the most useful.

The Star Model. Jay Galbraith’s Star Model, shown in Figure 1, has been the gold standard for conceptualizing organization design since the early 1970s (Galbraith, 1995).

The Star Model has proven to be a simple, yet powerful, way to guide leaders as they align structures, processes, measures and talent to support a strategy. The big idea behind the Star Model is that there is no one right configuration of resources. Different strategies require different organizational forms. Even within the same industry, companies with similar products and customer sets will need different organizations, because each has a formula for success that requires different capabilities.

The elements organizations need to align — structure, process, rewards, and talent — are factors that a leader can both control and make decisions about. Behavior, performance and culture are all outputs of how these four elements are aligned. That numerous academics and consultants have created variations on the Star Model over the past 30 years only attests to its status as the most influential model used in organization design.

Five Milestone Design Process. Design work needs a road map to organize and sequence the tasks. Without a progression of steps, design logic is lost and shortcuts are taken too easily. The Five Milestone Process, shown in Figure 2, works in a variety of settings (corporate, government, non-profit) and is quite scalable to be effective at the enterprise level or within business units and major functions. We use the word “milestones” deliberately to focus on outcomes, rather than activities. Like markers on a road, these indicate when one has finished a phase of decision making and is ready to move on to the next.
Capabilities required by the strategy inform decisions regarding priorities and trade-offs at each milestone. Equally important is the operating model of the business — how closely the parts of the organization are related. The operating model impacts decisions at each step by specifying how and to what degree the components need to be linked and integrated. For example, although Gallo has a broad portfolio of wines and spirits that it sells around the world, its strategy depends on close connections between business units to find synergies and leverage scale. Therefore, functions such as finance, procurement and supply chain play a strong role in linking the pieces of the organization together. The company’s design mirrors this fine balance between granting autonomy to the business units to exploit market opportunities and requiring commonality and standards across the enterprise to gain efficiencies.

**Structural Building Blocks.** Organization design decisions start with the major blocks of work that the top leaders in the new organization will manage. Understanding the options for how to group work and the trade-offs among alternatives is essential to making good organization design decisions. Getting the strategic grouping aligned with the strategy makes the rest of the design task much easier.

There are four basic building blocks that general managers and other senior leaders should know something about (Kates and Galbraith, 2007):

- **Function, or know-how**
  - A functional structure is organized around major activity groups such as finance, human resources, research and development, manufacturing and marketing. Functional structures can promote standardization and reduce duplication, and create economies of scale.

- **Geography or region**
  - The geographic dimension is employed as a company expands its home market and grows by expanding into new territories. The benefit of having local managers focused on these differences is that they can tailor the company’s standard products for local tastes and compete successfully against competitors that are more familiar with the local market.

- **Product**
  - Typically, a functional structure evolves into a product structure when a company finds itself with multiple product lines that diverge in their underlying business models. These new product lines require different organizational capabilities and a different configuration of functional expertise. They are often the focus of profit and loss divisions in large, multi-product companies.

- **Customer or market**
  - Customers, particularly businesses buying from one another, often want a single point of contact, products customized to meet their needs, or an integrated bundle of services and products. Such a structure allows for a dedicated service relationship.

**Six Design Drivers.** This powerful framework provides a construct for analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the current state against the business plan and provides a way to evaluate which of the four basic structural building blocks is likely to be most effective in driving a given strategy. (See Table 1) Every organization design involves a set of trade-offs. The six design drivers describe a set of generic capabilities or benefits that a given design may deliver. HR professionals can learn the model quickly and help executives call out the inherent trade-offs and tensions that exist in any organization design option.

Tyco Flow Control illustrates how exploration of the tensions among the design drivers can result in more nuanced design decisions. Like many organizations, TFC is building a professional services offering (for example, consulting, education, upgrades, installation or monitoring) to add value to and differentiate its industrial product set. The design process yielded forceful arguments to elevate and consolidate service under a central “czar” (management attention). Other voices pointed out that the delivery of service is a local activity and must be closely integrated with the business units and geographies (control and accountability). Discussions arose regarding how to create technical excellence (specialization and learning and motivation) if resources were dispersed. The result of the analysis is an appreciation of the complexity of the design problem by the decision makers and a solution that uses a sophisticated blend of structure, role, process and metrics to place resources close to the business but link them across the enterprise.

**Governance in the Matrix.** Most senior leaders have come to accept the matrix organization, despite its often frustrating nature. Today, it is usually the only option available to capture all the value that can be exploited from widespread geographic markets, global brands and products, and large, demanding customers. Learn to love it. The secret to value extraction in the matrix is to make the tension work effectively across those competing voices — not to reduce the tension. Power relationships among the pieces have to be defined for smart business decisions to be made. Collaboration and coordination are expensive in management time and attention. Thoughtful choices with clear, cross-boundary decision rights are essential:

- How much authority will be delegated to operating units versus managed from the center?
- How independent should operating units be from each other versus how much inte...
3. Involve the Right People in the Process

We strongly believe that involving a broad range of perspectives in the design process — from the assessment to the generation and evaluation of alternatives — enriches the quality of decisions people make and eases the task of transition and implementation. The HR professional, bringing a sophisticated understanding of business dynamics, can help ensure that the right voices are brought into the process.

**Design Teams.** There are generally four different ways to involve people in the design process.

- **The Expert Model**
  - In the expert model, the leader works with a very small group of advisers and an internal or external consultant. Even the executive team may not be aware of the work. The leader makes a decision, and the group carefully orchestrates and creates communication and launch plans. This approach is appropriate if the redesign will result in a significant downsizing and the leader knows that certain segments of the organization will be closed down or sold off. In other situations, there may be a number of members of the executive team that will be replaced. In these cases, decide and take these actions before involving more people in designing the new organization.

- **Executive Team as Design Team**
  - Here, the executive team works closely with the leader to develop and evaluate options. This approach is successful when the executive team works well together and needs to make quick decisions. An executive team may advocate for this approach, and it can be effective, but it has some drawbacks. Because the group that reports directly to the leader is often the most insecure in the design process — their past success is no longer what the organization needs for the future and at least some of their roles or power bases are likely to shift — we find that the executive team members tend to defend the status quo. An outside consultant can play a catalyst role, challenging the thinking of the group, but only if the consultant is quite assertive, willing to offend stakeholders and the top leader welcomes that role.

- **Delegated Design Team**
  - In this approach, the executive team identifies a small group of high potential employees two or three levels down and assigns the task of exploring design options. The design team presents back a set of alternatives and a recommendation to the executive team. This design approach has the appeal of an action-learning developmental experience for the staff involved, and we usually find that these design teams do excellent work. A problem with the delegated design team is that if the executive team is allowed to only review proposed options, rather than fully participate in developing and owning them, they tend to default to the most conservative alternative — as they have not been part of the learning process. We’ve seen many design teams who worked hard to come up with an honest and creative recommendation and then become frustrated to find themselves in the middle of a turf war.

- **Multi-Level Design Team**
  - We find that a multi-level design team that mixes members of the executive team and managers at two or three levels below results in the best input and overcomes the problems the options above pose. With this approach, however, the design work cannot be kept a secret.
It should be used with projects focused on growth, innovation and improving effectiveness, where the energy and ideas of a broader set of employees can be harnessed and used. It is not appropriate if these employees will be asked to significantly downsize the organization or eliminate whole components.

**Design Charette.** Design is a type of innovation. As with other types of creative processes, the people who identify a problem may not be the best to solve it. In addition, creative thinking often occurs at the intersection of disciplines, when diverse perspectives come together. The Strategic Grouping phase is the most important point in the Five Milestone process when a diverse group needs to think both analytically and creatively. This step in the framework is when the future organization is set. Once the group makes choices, it narrows subsequent design options and closes alternative paths. Therefore, at this stage the leader should ensure that he or she is considering the widest range of options before committing to a preferred direction.

The quality of the participation process directly impacts the quality of decisions and the charettes informed those not able to attend of options and decisions and built shared understanding and momentum. Within two months a clear set of options had been generated, debated and iterated. The dean was able to make a well-informed decision, knowing he had a large majority of the affected community behind him and ready to implement.

4. **Tie Talent and Organization Together**

Organization and talent are the complementary engines of strategy execution. Senior leaders very much need to understand the connection between these two powerful enablers. Together they make it possible to create new products, serve customers and generate higher profits and growth. Human resources professionals must have full command of both talent and organization disciplines. They must be able to integrate them and provide insights to executives as talent and organization come together in the design work. Here are three opportunities:

**Make the Right Talent Choices.** Organization redesign is a window of opportunity to bring more or different talent into the business. Building substantially new capabilities often means changes in talent. Leaders must act with wisdom as well as courage. We encourage a mindset that ensures the right people are in the right seats when the redesign is complete.

The capabilities, established in the first milestone, inform the staffing needs. Talent “pivot points” are those few and targeted skill sets that will have a disproportionate impact on results in achieving the business strategy (Boudreaux and Ramstad, 2005). Like investments in new growth platforms, investments in new skills should not be allocated equally because not all skill sets have an equal impact on the capabilities you must create.

For example, as the healthcare landscape shifts, medical device makers have found their customers to be as focused on connectivity to electronic medical records, infection control and workflow efficiency as the performance features of the products. Welch Allyn, a leader in front-line diagnostic devices, identified strategic marketing as a pivot point role as part of their organization design work. New roles, skills, and measures were needed to pull together a market segment view of the business to complement the product and geographic perspectives already well-developed in the company.
We counsel clients to avoid “designing around people” in the sense that design decisions should not be made to accommodate skill gaps in the existing organization. We do, however, design with talent in mind to ensure that roles are configured to provide the variety of experiences that will develop depth of competence and leadership. Many companies find that they are lacking a deep bench of well-rounded, general management talent that can move into executive roles. Organization design is an opportunity to design-in development positions, to create bigger, more challenging positions and to establish experience paths among those jobs that can be used to grow future, senior leaders.

**Design the Direct Report Structure.** Determining how many positions and who will report to the leader in the new structure is a design decision, often separate from determining the organization model. Consider all factors such as available skills, creating big enough jobs to attract and retain talent, creating developmental roles, and creating potential successors. Human resources can help the top leader to define her direct report structure by asking:

- Where does the executive want and need to spend time, internally and externally (in which realm can she add the most value)?

**Define the Work of the Executive Team.** Not all leadership groups need to be teams, but nearly all need to interact effectively on some basis. The operating governance model of the business determines how closely the executives need to work together across the business units — whether they are a hands-on operational group or more a strategy setting body. When all of the members have the same expectations about how often the group will come together and for what purpose, they will be more productive.

HR can help the executive team determine their management routines, the focus of their agenda, and the measures required to create the correct level of integration. Getting this right is important — if the team members operate too independently, they may miss opportunities to influence enterprise decisions and provide the alignment and clarity that the organization below requires. If they are too operational, they will spend expensive executive time on decisions that should be delegated down and neglect strategic work.

**5. Implement the Design Change.** Implementation should be a core skill of senior leaders, and indeed, most are quite eager to get to this step. Unfortunately, the execution of new organization designs often is not completed well. HR professionals should prepare draft implementation plans and work with the executive team to identify all critical action items, to sequence them logically and to set a pace for leading the change. HR also needs to know when to recommend a project manager or team to support large implementation so that the weight does not fall all on HR. In our experience, implementation is mostly about discipline and hard work; human resources will gain considerable credibility by demonstrating tenacity and attention to detail.

Set the Implementation Plan.** Choosing the right implementation approach and creating a project plan to stage the process to ensure capabilities are built in a logical way and account for interdependencies is essential for a smooth transition. The fundamental reason for change influences the appropriate approach for staging the implementation and sequencing of tasks. If the company is currently healthy but an anticipated change in strategy drives the design change, then evolution can work well. Evolving over time to the new state, rather than abruptly changing everything, is less unsettling to employees, allows time to build new capabilities, and creates an orderly transition from the current core business to the new sources of growth and profitability.

However, there are circumstances where a “pull the band-aid off fast” approach may be warranted. If the strategy choices are clear and competitive pressures make it critical to move swiftly to recover market share or to stem financial losses, it often makes sense to move fast. A fast realignment is the right approach when an external change already has occurred and the current organization design actually hinders making the right strategy choices for the future. When Disney found its business under pressure from the 2008 recession, it accelerated changes that were already underway to gain efficiencies faster.

**Navigate the Transition.** As soon as a basic transition plan is in place, leadership’s commitment to seeing it through becomes the defining factor that separates organization design changes that meet their objectives and those that fail. A full year of work, with significant leadership attention and involvement, is not unreasonable for a substantial reorganization that requires the building of new capabilities.

Tipping points can be a useful tool to focus an executive team on the key times within the transition when they need a major step. Tipping points are tangible actions or decisions that the organization reads as evidence that something very different is happening. Typically, they shift budget, authority or decision rights from one unit or another. For example, global account leaders may be given vetoes in staffing of all regional sales roles as a way of shifting power from geographic units to global product lines. Tipping points are symbolic actions, because they have a disproportionate impact in altering power dynamics.

As more leaders search for ways to successfully execute complex strategies, interest in the field of organization design will continue to grow.
Building the HR Organization Design Toolkit

Many human resources organizations have realigned their service delivery models to concentrate organization design and development expertise into small, high-powered centralized groups. At the same time, most companies have worked to refocus the HR generalists into business-partner roles that pull organization and talent tools into the operating units. To create a shared capability across the HR function requires investments in methodology and skill building, as well as an understanding of what makes for an excellent organization design practitioner.

Shared Methodology. This includes an agreed-to, common set of concepts and principles that guide HR and the business when making design decisions; a straightforward and well-understood process that ensures sound decisions, a disciplined approach, and the right involvement and governance at each step. The methodology also requires a customized and easy-to-use set of tools managers perceive as beneficial to decision making and implementation. MetLife trained more than 100 members of the HR team in a common organization design methodology. While not all business partners will have opportunity to use the toolkit every day, this shared language of design facilitates the ability of the centralized organization development staff to work smoothly with their colleagues in the field. In this way, a small group of experts can be leveraged across a large population of generalists to create a common, high quality experience for all their clients.

Skilled HR/OD Staff. The individuals tasked with guiding the organization design process need a solid understanding of the methodology, concepts and tools that the company will use; mechanisms to maintain methodology, share best practices and foster continued learning within the community of practice; and clear roles and responsibilities for initiating and carrying out design projects. The goal is to build a capability in which the HR team can work consistently and seamlessly together across client groups, and all clients experience confident and capable HR staff regardless of who is assisting them. This builds credibility for the function, not just for individual HR staff members. Gallo is using teams of HR staff drawn from across the business to support organization design projects. This action-learning approach not only enhances technical skills, but the deep exposure to different parts of the business also builds the type of business understanding and acumen that line managers value in their HR partners.

Organization Design Competencies. Organization design requires a particular set of competencies and skills (Kates, 2010):

- **Diagnostic and Analytic Skills.** The ability to ask the right questions and make sense of the answers. Like a physician who sorts through symptoms that may have many causes and determines the correct underlying disease, the organization designer has to be able to determine the root causes of performance issues in the system. The designer then analyzes what changes will have the most impact with the greatest likelihood of success.

- **Deep Curiosity about Organizations as Systems.** Effective organization design consultants like to solve multi-faceted problems and do not stop at easy answers or one-dimensional solutions. They have to be able to see an organization as more than a collection of individuals and to be able to discern the interconnected political, social and information networks that have formed.

- **Design Mindset.** Designers take problems and frame them so that the right questions are asked, a wide range of options is generated, and the best solutions are chosen. They know that the process is rarely linear, but rather iterative and enhanced by contributions from different perspectives. Designers are often ambidextrous thinkers, comfortable with solving for both the possible and the practical.

- **Consulting and Facilitation Skills.** Successful organization design requires a high level of confidence and competence to guide leadership teams through what can be a creative but sometimes emotional and contentious process. All of the core consulting skills—contracting, assessment, facilitation, written communication and presentation abilities—are used. In addition, one has to be comfortable with surfacing and managing conflict, as the core of design is to debate options and differences before choosing a solution.

As more leaders search for ways to successfully execute complex strategies, interest in the field of organization design will continue to grow. Leaders will naturally turn to their close advisers for assistance with this work. The HR function must be ready to inform and guide the organization design decision process if it is to be seen as the domain expert in this arena.

We believe that organization design is among the most strategic work that an HR professional can undertake. While the work may be a natural fit for the function, many HR professionals have not yet mastered these skills. We hope to see more HR leaders build the toolkit we have described so that their HR staff can be their business’ first choice in organization design partnership.
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